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Saint Paul Public Schools  

 Commitment to Sustainability 
St. Paul Public Schools recognizes and understands the importance of conserving resources and 

protecting our environment. SPPS pledges its commitment to environmental stewardship by fostering 

healthy and sustainable schools that positively impact our students' learning experience and prepares 

them to be environmentally literate leaders of tomorrow.  

For the first time, this report shares the District’s accomplishments and initiatives when it comes to 

environmental sustainability. As sustainability initiatives expand within the district, this report will serve 

as a baseline to track those initiatives and accomplishments. Information for this report was collected 

from tracked data in the Environmental Services Group, as well as information from district staff. The 

report highlights the district’s commitment to sustainability and growth of sustainability initiatives. 

District Overview 
SPPS is one of the largest school districts in the state of Minnesota, serving over 39,000 preK-

12th grade students. The district owns 7.3 million square feet of building space and 465 acres of 

land across Saint Paul. Facilities include: 

 1 early childhood center 

 31 elementary schools 

 5 middle schools 

 9 high schools and secondary schools 

 13 dual campus and K-8 schools 

 9 administrative and maintenance buildings 
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Waste and Recycling 
 

 

 

The district works to divert our trash stream to expand the amount of materials reused and recycled. 

Single-stream recycling and food waste collection help achieve the higher diversion rates. In the 2015-

2016 school year (FY16), SPPS created 4,026 tons of trash, otherwise referred to as “solid waste” or 

“municipal solid waste.” This number may seem high, but solid waste comprises only 57% of all waste 

this past year, the remaining 43% was diverted through recycling and repurposing which is equal to 

3,110 tons.  
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Trash & Solid Waste 

 Many efforts have focused on reducing trash or solid waste district-wide and encouraging consistent 

participation in our recycling efforts. In FY16, Environmental Services worked with Building Engineers to 

right-size trash dumpsters at each school. This required taking surveys of how much trash was being 

dumped, and determining the smallest dumpster to contain the trash generated at each school. Right-

sizing dumpster use has already saved the school district money in FY17, and is an incentive to continue 

reducing our solid waste. 

The goal of SPPS is to divert 60 percent of all materials from trash by 2020. 

  

Cafeteria sorting 

tables were an initiative 

put into place over the 2014-

2015 and 2015-2016 school 

years. These tables have 

been issued to cafeterias 

across the district to aid in 

separating recycling and food 

waste from trash each day. 

The tables give students the 

opportunity to pause and 

sort their meal waste, and 

help to better divert food 

and recyclables. 
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SPPS % of Waste Diverted by Year As SPPS works toward the 

goal of a 60% diversion rate 

by 2020, it’s important to 

look at diversion over time. 

Only four years ago, the 

District diversion rate was 

29%. The increases the 

District has produced in our 

diversion rate mean SPPS is 

on track to meet our goal. 
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Food Waste & Compost 
In FY16, 3,280,900 pounds of food waste was collected in the food-to-hogs program. Those 3 million 

pounds of waste were diverted from our solid waste stream to be repurposed as animal feed. 

    

Nearly all schools across the district participate in the food-to-hogs program. When food waste is 

diverted from the solid waste stream, there are significant savings for the District, and it also decreases 

methane emissions that would be generated from food waste sitting in a landfill. Two SPPS schools who 

don’t have the option of reusable trays are participating in an organics tray program, utilizing lunch trays 

made from compostable paper that will break down and become compost. The schools participating in 

the composting program dispose of their food and compostable waste through the Blue Bag system. 

Blue Bag Compost Pilot 
 Randolph Heights and Highland Park Elementary are part 

of a pilot program utilizing the Blue Bag system, since 

these schools are unable to support a reusable tray 

program. Blue Bags are used specifically to collect compost 

and organics, including food waste and compostable paper 

goods. The Blue Bags are able to be dumped in with the 

trash in the dumpster, and our waste hauler sorts the blue 

bags from trash bags at their processing facility. 

 

At these two schools, the Nutrition Service staff in the 

cafeterias previously had to serve meals on polystyrene 

foam trays, which take over 500 years to break down. This 

past year, both schools swapped out foam trays for 

compostable paper ones, which decompose in a matter of 

weeks. These schools have been composting trays, organic 

food waste, and compostable paper towels in the Blue  

              Bags, diverting even more from the solid waste stream. 
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Recycling  

Saint Paul Public Schools recycled 843 tons of mixed recyclables in FY16 alone. This means 27% of 

all waste generated by SPPS was able to be recycled through our single-stream system. Paper, plastic, 

cardboard and metal make up the majority of the day-to-day recycling stream, and SPPS is always 

working to expand our ability to recycle through this method. The addition of milk cartons to our 

recycling stream has increased diverted meal time waste by students, and use of the sorting tables 

makes it easier for students to recycle with the intent to cause less contamination. 

 

 

 

Book Recycling 
In addition to recycling paper, cardboard, 

plastic, and metals, SPPS participates in Book 

Recycling to redirect old or unused curriculum, 

and library books that are no longer in usable 

condition. Of all book waste generated, some 

books are collected by various programs for 

reuse or resale. Books that are discarded by 

SPPS go to Books for Africa, a Saint Paul-based 

organization that sorts and sends books in 

good condition to schools to over 20 countries 

in Africa. Any books not reused or collected by 

other organizations are recycled as paper 

waste. 
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Universal Waste & Hazardous Waste 

St. Paul Public Schools is a Very Small Quantity Generator (VSQG) of hazardous waste.  The District 

manages the wastes using an outside contractor licensed for transport, recycling, or disposal.  To reduce 

the stream of hazardous waste, the District continuously strives to reduce the generation of these 

wastes by choosing alternative products in the work we do.  

Universal wastes generated across the District include used oil, florescent bulbs, paint, mercury 

containing devices, like batteries.  These wastes are picked up and recycled by licensed recyclers.  SPPS 

generated over 111 tons of universal waste in FY16. Of that, 93% equivalent to 104 tons of 

universal waste was diverted, and either recycled or reused. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

E-Waste 
E-waste generated by the school district comes in many forms,  
such as decommissioned computers, keyboards, monitors, tube 
televisions, old VHS players, and more. The District collects and sends 
e-waste to a certified recycler, who is able to separate the important  
materials inside out old electronics for use in the recycling industry. 

In FY16, SPPS diverted 23 tons of e-waste from our waste stream. 

Universal Waste by Materials  

Hazardous Waste + Industrial Waste Paint (oil based - hazardous) 

Paint (water based) Fluorescent Bulbs 

Used Oil (liquid recyclable) Batteries  

Electronic Waste Metal 
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Energy 
Saint Paul Public Schools is committed to minimizing our environmental impact and savings money 

through energy efficiency projects and practices. The Facilities Department implements energy projects 

that are cost effective and employ proven best practices to ensure that projects are successful and the 

savings persist. The goal of SPPS is to reduce energy consumption 10% from 2009 to 2019. 

Energy Rebates 

Xcel Energy is the utility provider for all SPPS buildings and schools, and offers rebate opportunities to its 
natural gas and electricity customers for installing equipment that will save energy.  During FY 2015, 

SPPS applied for $84,300 in rebates.  During FY 2016, our efforts contributed to an increase to 
$172,200 in rebates.  The District is eligible for rebates based on switching appliances and lighting to 

energy-saving equipment, and by participating in programs to reduce energy consumption. The District 
can expect to continue to see an additional increase in rebates as many projects being planned will save 
energy, including steam trap replacements, Revolving Energy Efficiency Fund projects, large renovations, 
and lighting retrofits. 

 

 
Replacing lights with LEDs 
As schools are renovated or areas are remodeled, we work to replace 
lighting with LED lights. LED lamps are 90% more efficient than 
incandescents. LED light bulbs also last longer than fluorescents, 
enabling SPPS to save money in two ways—LEDs use less energy and 
don’t need to be replaced as often.  These savings have led the district 
to pilot a lamp replacement program, and Facilities staff  are testing 
several varieties of LED lamps to find the best fit for district spaces. 
 

 

Steam Traps 

Over half of the schools at SPPS are heated by steam boilers.  A steam boiler heating system relies on 
steam traps located throughout a building’s steam piping to separate steam from the water that 
condenses as steam cools.  When steam traps fail, they can cause rooms to be under-heated and lead to 
energy waste.  By checking steam traps regularly and repairing or replacing them as needed, the District 
ensures our buildings are comfortable and efficient for years to come. 
 
At the beginning of FY 2016, the district began a pilot program to replace all steam traps in schools with 
especially high natural gas use and a high incidence of trap failures.  Four buildings were selected and 
the work was successfully completed during FY 2016.  Due to the high number of trap failures in the four 
buildings, an ongoing steam trap program was developed to continue this important work.  The goal is 
to move from building to building and replace or repair all traps throughout the District. 
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Benchmarking 

B3 Benchmarking is an online tool that allows the district to more effectively manage energy use in our 
schools.  All utility data, including electricity, natural gas, fuel oil, water, and sewer, is imported into B3 
on a monthly basis.  Keeping the data up-to-date allows for more effective monitoring and trending over 
time.   
 

 
 
The District’s goal of reducing 10% of our annual energy use from FY 2009 to FY 2019 is tracked by 
utilizing B3 Benchmarking data. SPPS staff track our usage and make adjustments based on what is 
observed in the database. The best part is B3 isn’t just for Facilities and Environmental Services to use or 
monitor. B3 Benchmarking developed a personalized website for SPPS to allow teachers and staff to 
view our utility data, share with students, and track. You can see for yourself at 
spps.b3benchmarking.com/Report  
 

Revolving Energy Efficiency Fund (REEF) 

The REEF is a revolving internal fund managed by SPPS that carries over from fiscal years to provide 
capital for projects that reduce operational costs and environmental impact. The mission of the REEF is 
to enrich student experience and support innovative energy conservation initiatives. The REEF provides 
the means by which energy saving opportunities can be performed through projects identified by 
students and staff. 

 

The Revolving Energy Efficiency Fund allows diverse stakeholders to come together to create 
opportunities for energy efficiency improvement projects while building a sustainable strategy. These 
savings will be tracked and used to replenish the fund for the next round of energy efficiency 
investments, thus establishing a sustainable funding cycle. The subsequent reduction in energy costs 
would be reinvested into the REEF and General Fund and reduce overall energy costs.  
The REEF will be used to fund two types of projects: 

 Tier 1 projects will be proposals that are focused mainly on student engagement and energy 
conservation. These projects have a maximum total project cost of $10,000. Multiple Tier 1 projects 
can be awarded per school year if there is sufficient funding as well as project proposals.  

 Tier 2 projects are larger scale projects with significant and measurable energy efficiency impact. 
These total project costs will be more than $10,000. For example, Tier 2 projects will include Exterior 
Lighting Retrofits (converting to LED lighting), Harding Senior boiler plant upgrades, and 
Administration Building air handler and chiller plant modifications. 

http://spps.b3benchmarking.com/Report
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Water 
 

Hydration Stations 

An initiative started by students in 2011 caused the first 

“hydration stations” to be installed in the district. The goal of 

the initiative was to encourage students to drink more water, 

recognize the health benefits of tap water, and reduce waste. 

Continuing in FY16, the Environmental Services Group has 

been working to provide at least one hydration station in each 

school. Hydration stations have a water fountain and a bottle 

filling station to encourage students to use and refill reusable 

water bottles. They also provide 10-12% water savings, 

reduce water spilled, and reduce plastic bottle waste.  

BY THE NUMBERS 

 

4,000 aluminum water bottles to students 
34 hydration stations in place before FY16 
33 hydration stations added in FY16 
 

 

Stormwater Management 

SPPS owns 82.6 acres of paved parking areas and playgrounds alone located within three different 

watersheds. This figure doesn’t include the additionally significant footprint of buildings. On average, 

SPPS property accumulates over 56 million gallons of rainfall annually. Buildings and paved structures 

limit the ability for water to infiltrate into the ground, causing flooding, building damage, and erosion. 

The District’s stormwater management plan includes efforts to collect stormwater, lessen the impact on 

the sewer system, and protect SPPS facilities. 

Stormwater Collection 

Stormwater roof drainage systems that divert water off of buildings are often not enough to manage the 

amount of water from a rainstorm. Across the district, some stormwater collection systems are in place 

to offset water flowing into the sewers after a rain event.  At least four schools have rain gardens 

that capture stormwater. Other techniques are employed by schools to capture water include 

underground holding chambers that collect excess water, drain tiles, and retention ponds. Each of these 

methods allows surface water on SPPS buildings and grounds to be diverted away, decreasing puddles 

and standing water that can be detrimental to sidewalks, fields, and even buildings. SPPS has various 

stormwater management tools in place, with more planned for coming years. 
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Pervious Pavement 
 

One additional technique used to manage stormwater 

is pervious pavement. This design technique is being 

considered in future plans for new schools and 

renovated landscapes. Pervious pavement is a style of 

concrete paving or gravel systems that are multi-

layered to allow movement of stormwater through the 

surface to the soil. In addition to reducing the amount 

of water runoff during a rain event, this method filters 

water, and traps pollutants from continuing on with 

the water flow. SPPS has pervious pavement in place at 

St. Paul Music Academy and the District’s 

Administration Complex which includes Bridgeview 

School and Focus Beyond. 

©Google, District Administration Complex   

(dark perimeter spots are pervious) 

 

Water Conservation Program 
Though not up and running during the 2015-2016 school year, SPPS will be working during the 2016-

2017 school year to implement a Water Conservation Program to reduce water wasted via leaks at 

seven pilot schools across the district. Schools were selected based on FY16 water usage data. Inclusion 

in the program was determined by anticipated high leakage/waste amounts of water based on data in 

our B3 Benchmarking tool, as well as input from our water provider, the St. Paul Regional Water Service.  

 
A snapshot of Washington Tech School water data in B3 Benchmarking 
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Grounds 

Trees 
There are 2,987 trees on SPPS-owned property across the district. SPPS is committed to properly 

maintaining and improving tree health through cultivation of diverse species, targeted selection, and 

landscape management to reduce significant tree fatality unless trees are deemed unsafe. As a result, in 

FY16, SPPS started removing some of approximately 500 ash trees with the goal of removing all of these 

disease-attracting trees by 2026. These trees are susceptible to Emerald Ash Borer infestations, which 

compromise tree health. 

 In addition to monitoring and responding to 

Emerald Ash Border, the District is working to 

plant hardy replacement trees when EAB trees 

are removed. The Facilities Department 

maintains a gravel tree “nursery” to store trees 

until a new site is identified.  The gravel bed 

contains Elm trees, Kentucky coffeetree, 

Linden, and Oak varieties, among others.  

Use of Chemicals & Pesticides 
The goal of the district is to limit uses of pesticides unless they are the best and/or only solution to a 

problem. Emerald Ash Borer infestations in trees are not treated with pesticides. These treatments are 

not a permanent, sustainable solution, and are expensive. The district also practices Integrated Pest 

Management as much as possible across the district. 

Playgrounds 
Environmental Services Group has been installing engineered wood fiber across our playgrounds as the 

primary surface under play equipment.  In addition to being a safer landing pad for playground falls, 

engineered wood fiber lasts longer than conventional woodchips, meaning the district can save money 

and trees by replacing wood fiber chips less often. 
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Transportation 

Safe Routes to School 
Across Student Wellness and the SPPS Transportation Departments, participation in activities as part of 

the Federal Safe Routes to School Initiative has increased every year. 

In FY 16, nine schools from the District were selected to receive “mini-grants” from the Minnesota 

Department of Transportation to support Safe Routes to School activities. Grant money could be used 

for school patrol programs, incentives to support walking and biking to school, bike racks, and other 

resources to support students walking or biking to school. The schools receiving support were American 

Indian Magnet School, Highwood Hills Elementary, Jackson Elementary, L’Etoile du Nord Upper, L’Etoile 

du Nord Lower, Linwood-Monroe Arts Plus, Wellstone Elementary, The Heights Community School, and 

St. Anthony Park Elementary. 

 SPPS participates annually in Walk/Bike to School Day, and will 

be participating again this October. The intent of this day is to 

encourage students to identify a walking or bike route to get to 

school but also to promote physical activity and decrease 

pollution by reduce traffic congestion.  

 

School Buses 
Many SPPS students travel to and from school via bus, and 

many miles are driven each year to transport students. Since 

2013, SPPS Transportation has worked to make bus routes 

more efficient, reducing miles travelled from FY14 to 

FY16 by 420,000 miles, and saving over 64,000 

gallons of fuel. Specifically, from FY14 to FY16, SPPS has 

eliminated the need for 30 bus routes The Transportation 

Department also implemented an idling policy for buses, 

requiring staff to shut down buses if it is above 20 degrees Fahrenheit, reducing emissions and fuel 

consumption.  
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Featured Projects –Fiscal Year 2016 
 

Walters Recycling & Refuse Earth Day Drawing Contest 

 

 

Learning with Trees Program at American Indian Magnet  
 

 

Minnesota-based tree service 

company, Tree Trust, awarded 

American Indian Magnet School 40 

trees in a school-wide planting day 

at the end of the school year this 

past June. The award was part of 

Tree Trust’s Learning with Trees 

program. Students, teachers, and 

volunteers with Tree Trust planted 

native tree species, and taught 

students about the importance of 

trees to provide clean air and water 

sequestration. 

Walters Recycling & 

Refuse, the waste 

hauler for St. Paul 

Public Schools, held 

an Earth Day Drawing 

Contest for SPPS 

students this past 

April. Of over 500 

entries, nearly 30 

contest winners were 

selected to have their 

drawings painted onto 

a Walters recycling 

truck to promote 

Earth Day messages. 
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Pollinator Garden Installation at Murray Middle School 

 

 

Your School’s Sustainability Project  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Students and staff at Murray Middle 

School celebrated Minnesota 

Schoolyard Garden Planting Week 

this past May by planting a pollinator 

garden. Students were joined by 

state legislators Sen. John Marty 

and Rep. Alice Hausman, City 

Councilor Amy Brendmoen, as well 

as school board members. Students 

in the school’s environmental 

science class designed the garden. 

Support for the garden was 

provided by the University of MN 

Monarch Lab and the US Green 

Building Council. 

YOUR STORY HERE. 

Submit the great 

sustainability projects 

at your school to 

ESG@SPPS.ORG to be 

included in future 

sustainability 

communications or on 

our website. Please 

send photos and tell 

ESG what you’re up to! 

school gardens 

green teams 

recycling clubs 

energy projects 

sustainability education 

 

A PHOTO OF YOUR 

SUSTIANABILITY EFFORT 

OR PROJECT HERE 

mailto:ESG@SPPS.ORG
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SPPS Sustainability Resources 

Sustainability Website 

 

The Environmental Service Group keeps up-to-date information on the Saint Paul Schools 

Sustainability Page about efforts and programs across the district. The website features special 

projects at schools who are working to forward the mission of sustainability.  

See our Sustainability webpage at: http://www.spps.org/sustainability 

If your school has a garden, is experimenting with energy conservation, reducing waste, or 

learning about sustainability, please let us know. Send an email to ESG@SPPS.ORG. 

 

How to Check Your School’s Waste Data  

 Information is available on the SPPS 

Sustainability website about accessing Green 

Halo, our waste and recycling data tracking 

system. You can see information by school 

about monthly trash, recycling & organics.  

Find it on the Trash & Recycling page in the Sustainability Website and select Green Halo, where you will 

find login information to access data about your school. You can also visit the site directly by visiting 

spps.wastetracking.com.  

 

How to Check Your School’s Energy & Water Data  

 Monthly and annual data about water usage 

and energy usage for each school is available 

from B3 Benchmarking, our energy and water 

use data tracking system.  

You can find information about energy and water used, costs, and track rates over periods of time on 

the reports tool. Visit the site directly at http://spps.b3benchmarking.com/Report and find your school. 

 

Access the Event Recycling Request Form 

Schools hosting large events are encouraged to request our event recycling equipment 

to help event-goers contribute to goal of reaching a 60% recycling rate by 2020. Visit 

the Sustainability website Trash & Recycling page, and navigate to the Event Recycling 

Equipment Rental page to submit a form. You can also click this link to learn more about 

this equipment.  

http://www.spps.org/sustainability
http://spps.wastetracking.com/
http://spps.b3benchmarking.com/Report
http://www.spps.org/site/default.aspx?PageType=3&DomainID=10213&ModuleInstanceID=54648&ViewID=047E6BE3-6D87-4130-8424-D8E4E9ED6C2A&RenderLoc=0&FlexDataID=33013&PageID=3393

